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This article aims to analyze the contribution made by Tagore Law Lecture series to Islamic legal scholarship in British India. These lectures were sponsored by an influential family of Tagore from Calcutta, India. They were organized under the auspices of the Calcutta University and eminent scholars were invited to deliver lectures on various themes of law. In the lecture series, many scholars also delivered lectures on different topics of Islamic law. These delivered lectures were subsequently published as books which attracted admiration during the colonial period and are still viewed with respect in legal fraternity. Considering the fact that it would not be possible to encompass all facets of the lecture series’ contribution to Islamic legal scholarship, the author has selected some books emerged through this process and analyzed them in this article. The article is an attempt to bring forth an important phase of our legal history hitherto unnoticed which has a nexus with our present legal cum judicial system.
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Introduction:

We cannot analyze any legal system without having a proper grasp of its historical foundations. The legal system we have in Pakistan was substantially structured by the British colonial government of the Indian Subcontinent. Our government has been unable to get rid of many facets of that erstwhile system. One particular example of this unabated influence can be visualized in the field of personal laws. The division of laws into personal and public was a novel step taken by the British colonial government to extend its effective control on the latter. The former laws were to a major extent excluded from legislative exercise. In such a situation, the courts had two different alternatives to determine the issues relating to personal laws: the first was through the institution of mufti (native law officers) appointed in the courts and another was to have guidance from standard books translated into or originally written in English. The second mode of seeking guidance on the issues of personal laws was proved more efficient and long lasting. This was so as the institution of mufti was abolished in the second
half of nineteenth century and the courts were left to have recourse to the standard texts only. Many books on Islamic law were transcribed during the colonial period taking into account the insufficient guidance available on the subject particularly in English language. Such books are still held in high esteem by the courts in Pakistan and frequently referred to for determining the issues of personal laws. During the colonial period, numerous initiatives were taken by indigenous as well as foreigners to facilitate fostering academic scholarship on various legal matters. One such initiative was Tagore Law Lectures. This lecture series has contributed a great deal on various issues of law. It was an initiative of a renowned family of Tagore from Calcutta. The first lecture of the series was organized in 1870. Parsanna Coomar Tagore (1801-1868) made donation to the Calcutta University, India, which was utilized by the latter for commencement and continuation of the lecture series.

The present article explores the contribution of the lecture series to Islamic law during the British colonial period. Analyzing the available resources online and offline, the author will bring to light some significant contributions of Tagore Law Lectures and evaluate their relevance to the then legal system. As it may not be feasible to analyze all aspects of the lecture series’ contribution to Islamic law, the author has selected some important lectures series subsequently published into books and attained unprecedented distinction. During the course of analysis, in addition to evaluating the books in their context, the author will reflect on their relevance to our present legal system. The analysis carried out in the article is exploratory and analytical intended to foster our appreciation of our past which resurrects in our present.

The article is divided into various sections. Each lecture series will be analyzed in an independent section. The following books have been selected for analysis in the article:

a. The Muhammadan law: Being a Digest of the Law Applicable Especially to the Sunnis of India by Shama Churun Sircar (Tagore Law Lectures 1873).

...The Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence According to the Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i and Hanbali Schools by Sir Abdur Rahim (Tagore Law Lectures 1907).


The Muhammadan law: Being a Digest of the Law Applicable Especially to the Sunnis of India by Shama Churun Sircar (1873):

The abovementioned title was the first ever series of lecture about Islamic law organized in 1873. Mr Shama Churun Sircar was honored to deliver the lectures on this important subject of law. Inviting him for this occasion was commensurate with his academic stature. He was a renowned author of his time and wrote some other books: one of them was on Hindu Law and another on Bengali language for those who were conversant with English.

There was a paucity of books on Islamic law in English in the initial days of the Raj. Few books were rendered into English till the time of Mr Sircar’s Tagore Law Lectures. William Hay Macnaghten’s Principles and Precedents of Muhammadan Law was originally written in English, while there were some other translations from Persian and Arabic texts. For instance, Charles Hamilton’s Hedaya, Sir William Jones’s book on law of inheritance and Neil Baillie’s various books principally derived from Fatawa-i-Alamghiri. Moreover, the institution of mufti (native law officers) to provide assistance to the courts was abolished. Thus, it was an appropriate occasion to present a comprehensive as well systematic code on Islamic law and the opportunity for this was anchored by Tagore Law Lectures.

Mr Sircar in the very first lecture he delivered at Calcutta University under the Tagore series evaluated the then state of affair of literature on Islamic law in British India. According to him, Macnaghten’s Principles and Precedents is the easiest book on Islamic law ever written though the same does not elaborate the subject as it ought to be. On the other hand, the subject has been thoroughly expounded upon by Neil Baillie in his Digest.
Mr Sircar has added a new flavor to the Islamic legal scholarship in many respects. The author has made a noteworthy effort not to confuse principles with their explanations. He has distinguished the principles by using a relatively bigger font and kept the explanations, illustrations and annotations to a smaller font. Moreover, he draws a line in middle of the page to keep the principles apart from their explanations. The books available then were not free from such problems. Hamilton’s Hedaya does not differentiate properly the principles from their explanations and we often come across the latter mixing with the former.\(^12\)

Another noteworthy aspect of Sircar’s book is that he has been conscientious in referencing the material used by him during his lectures. He does not hesitate to acknowledge his academic debt to available resources on Islamic law and specifically states what has been derived and what has been added by him during the lectures. For instance, while discussing Sir William Jones’s book on inheritance, he identifies its flaws but at the same time confirms that he has merely reprinted it without even rectifying its inaccuracies in translation except that he has presented that book in a better arrangement so that it may become easily intelligible.\(^13\)

Mr Sircar has relied extensively on Neil Baillie’s Digest and referred to it very frequently. There has been one deficiency in Baillie’s Digest that it did not mention the sources relied upon by it. Syed Ameer Ali appreciates Mr Sircar’s book for supplying this omission by accurately referring to the source material in his lectures.\(^14\)

Mr Sircar has explained in his book the topics which are generally expected to be part of any book on Islamic law excluding typical issues of ibadaat.\(^15\) For example, marriage, dower, divorce, maintenance, will, inheritance, guardianship. The author has also discussed the matters relating to sale and pre-emption. The last mentioned matters are not regarded as part of personal law particularly sale. The reason for their inclusion was that till then these matters were dealt with by Islamic law. Anderson has aptly pointed out that Islamic law was progressive confined to personal laws by the British government.\(^16\)

There are a few issues with the book. Firstly, it has confined its analysis to Sunni law and Shia law has not been treated. Secondly, the substantial portion of the book deals with law of inheritance. In
fact this part is more than one third of the book. It is an important part of Islamic law but allocating it such a major portion of the book brings down the importance of other issues discussed therein.

**The Law Relating to Gifts, Trusts and Testamentary Dispositions among the Mahommedans by Syed Ameer Ali 1884:**

Syed Ameer Ali (1849-1928) was an eminent Muslim scholar of the Indian Subcontinent during British colonial era. He wrote extensively on issues pertaining to Islam and Islamic law. His contribution to Islamic legal scholarship is unprecedented. He dealt with Islamic law on theoretical level as well as delivered valuable judgments while serving as a judge on the Calcutta High Court. He was also appointed as a member of the Judicial Committee of Privy Council. He was the first Muslim jurist to serve on the Judicial Committee of Privy Council for nearly two decades from 1909 till his death in 1928.

Syed Ameer Ali’s book on Muhammadan law was progressively developed and transformed into the present shape. The first volume of the present book was initially titled as ‘The Personal Law of the Mahommedans’ and was published in 1880. In this volume of the book, Ameer Ali had only discussed topics relating to succession, conflict of law, legitimacy and acknowledgement, marriage, divorce, custody and guardianship, and dower. He was not satisfied with the state of affair of legal scholarship on Islamic law and its judicial application in the Indian Subcontinent. He has expressed his dissatisfaction in the first preface of the book.

In 1884, Ameer Ali was invited to deliver Tagore Law Lectures. He utilized that very series of lectures to complete his unfinished task of writing a comprehensive book on Islamic law which had relevance to the Muslim population of the Subcontinent. He selected the subject of ‘The Law Relating to Gifts, Trusts and Testamentary Dispositions among the Mahommedans’ for his lecture series. These lectures were independently published by the same title in 1885. Subsequently, these lectures were published as second volume of his book on Muhammadan law. Numerous editions have been published by many editors/publishers in Pakistan and India of Syed Ameer Ali’s Muhammadan law.
Syed Ameer Ali’s amalgamated book including his Tagore Law Lectures is distinguished from many earlier works on the subject which were available in the market then particularly in English language. Hamilton’s Hedaya\(^{25}\) has only expounded opinions of various Sunni schools of thought whereas Ameer Ali’s work has exhaustively narrated Shia principles on a range of matters of personal law. Moreover, Ameer Ali’s book has derived rules and principles of Islamic law from numerous authoritative books of various Sunni and Shia schools.\(^{26}\) On the other hand, Hamilton’s Hedaya is indirect translation of one book only. Ameer Ali has made an apt observation about Hamilton’s Hedaya that it expounds the legal principles disregarding the fact how these principles are applied in practice.\(^{27}\) This deficiency has sufficiently been redressed by Ameer Ali. According to him, Neil Baillie’s Digest\(^{28}\) though brought into focus some other books of authority but the problem with the last mentioned work was that while condensing some issues it simply circumvented describing the important principles.\(^{29}\)

Ameer Ali’s Tagore Law Lectures were confined to gifts, waqfs and wills and other forms of proprietary dispositions carried out by Muslims were not dealt with therein. Taking this shortcoming into mind, he expressed his hope in the preface of his lecture series that he would find an opportunity to prepare a treatise on Sale, Mortgage, and Bailment.\(^{30}\) Ameer Ali did not do it. There might be many reasons for this but we cannot prefer one over another. His over indulgence in legal profession might have prevented him to write a book on these dispositions. Meanwhile, the colonial government enacted laws on these proprietary dispositions and they were not left to be regulated by uncodified Islamic law. In such a situation, Ameer Ali might have thought there would not have been any pressing need to elucidate upon them.

**The Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence According to the Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi‘i and Hanbali Schools by Sir Abdur Rahim 1907:**

Sir Abdur Rahim (1867-1952) was another well known Muslim jurist during the British era in the Indian Subcontinent. After completion of his education, he started his legal profession in Calcutta.\(^{31}\) According to Salahuddin, he served as a judge to Calcutta High Court.\(^{32}\) Later on, his appointment as a judge to the
Madras High Court was confirmed in 1908. In the last mentioned court, he also served as a Chief Justice. He was not only an eminent personality in his profession; he was also active in politics and welfare of the Muslim community. Taking into account his services, he was knighted in 1919.

Abdur Rahim was invited to deliver lectures in Tagore Law Lectures in 1907 which were later published in a book format in 1911. According to the preface of his book, the author regretfully states that the lectures delivered in the Calcutta University are being published as a book without any addition or subtraction in 1911. The same book is still printed and reprinted by various publishing houses in India and Pakistan. His book is one of the best books for students and practitioners alike of Islamic jurisprudence ever appeared in English language. In fact it was the first book written in English on the subject by any jurist from the Indian Subcontinent. Earlier books on Islamic law had more to do with Muslim personal laws and such other Islamic rules as were applicable in the colonial legal system. These books if discussed the subject of Islamic jurisprudence that treatment was either introductory or insufficient to meet the requirement of anyone interested to appreciate the subject.

Abdur Rahim has extensively discussed the sources of Islamic law. He has not only allocated a reasonable space to the primary sources of Islamic law such as the Quran, the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, he has also expounded upon the secondary sources like Ijma, Qiyas, Istihsan, Public good, Isitidal. Taking into account the element of growth within the Islamic law, he has pondered upon the methodology of Ijtihad and its counterpart mechanism of Taqlid. Another important aspect of his book is the discussion about customs and usages, and how these were incorporated within Islamic law during its formative years. To make his point forward of relevancy and significance of customs to the development of Islamic law, he has presented a detailed analysis of pre-Arabian customs in the first chapter of his book. It is the sophistication of his analysis on the subject of Islamic jurisprudence which has prompted many to applaud his contribution.

In addition to the above, Abdur Rahim has explained a number of other theoretical issues which have bearing on the subject of
jurisprudence as such. They are sciences of law, law and classification of law, acts, rights and obligations, legal capacity, ownership and possession, acquisition of ownership, torts and crimes, procedure and evidence. One may be surprised to notice the similarities between these issues and those selected by Salmond in his magna opus for elucidation of English jurisprudence. This similarity was not accidental: Abdur Rahim was trained as legal professional in England and had grasp of general subject of jurisprudence or science of law as understood in common law tradition. Having used his legal acumen and training, he elaborated and compared notions of Islamic jurisprudence to that of English jurisprudence. The original beneficiaries of this comparative analysis were the audience sitting in the Calcutta University giving careful hearing to his series of Tagore Law Lectures.

**Fatawa-i-Kazee Khan: Relating to Mahomedan Law of Marriage, Dower, Divorce, Legitimacy, and Guardianship of Minors, According to the Soonnees Translated & Edited by Maulvi Muhammad Yusuf Khan Bahadur & Maulvi Wilayat Hussain:**

The above-mentioned book is another outcome of Tagore Law Lectures. Fatawa-i-Kazee Khan is one of the most important books according to Hanafi Muslims after Hedaya and Fatawa-i-Alimghiri. These last mentioned books were available in English during the second half of the nineteenth century though not in a comprehensive manner. Hedaya was translated at the end of eighteenth century, while some important portions of Fatawa-i-Alimghiri were rendered into English by Neil Baillie. In such a situation, it was a great initiative to have English version of Fatawa-i-Kazee Khan.

Fatawa-i-Kazee Khan was written by Imam Fakhruddin Hassan Bin Mansur. He was a renowned Hanafi jurist and mufti during medieval period. Though he contributed some other academic material but his fame has largely been due to compilation of fatawa known by his name. The book was translated and edited by Maulvi Muhammad Yusuf Khan and Maulvi Wilayat Hussain during their Tagore Law Lectures as mentioned on its title page.

The translated version is different from its original version in some respects. The original manuscript expounded upon the subject of
ritual purity and ibadaat along with other matters pertinent to Islamic law, while the translated version swiftly skipped them. There might be many reasons: firstly, these were personal matters and had nothing to do with enforcement through the judicial system during the colonial era. And secondly, the books already translated into English from Arabic and Persian did not include such matters within their folds. Another significant difference with the original manuscript is that the book emerged through Tagore Law Lectures incorporated within it the verses of the Quran and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet having legal implications. There are five hundred verses of the Quran and two hundred and ninety saying of the Holy Prophet reproduced by the authors before translating the relevant portions of Fatawa-i-Kazee Khan.  

**Conclusion:**

Tagore Law Lectures was an important series of lectures on various topics of law during the British colonial era. This series of lectures were generously funded by Tagore family of Calcutta and organized under the auspices of Calcutta University, India. During the colonial period, some important contributions were made through this lecture series to scholarship on Islamic law. In the present article, I have endeavored to introduce and analyze some such contributions.

The lecture series provided opportunity to scholars to present in a systematic manner the books regarded as magna opus by Muslims but were not accessible to English speaking people of the country. It also made available to scholars a platform where they could expound Islamic law in a manner relevant to the prevalent legal system. The latter being the reason we find extensive discussions on matters pertinent to personal laws while there is nothing in those books on subjects of ritual purity and ibadaat despite the fact that these subjects had been part of traditional books on fiqh. In addition to the relevance of these books to the colonial era, they are still held in high esteem by legal fraternity.

There is another noteworthy aspect of the books analyzed in the article that all of them were written or translated by those who were originally from the province of Bengal as it was during the colonial period. As the lecture series were held in Calcutta University and it was relatively easy to persuade some indigenous scholars to spare time for delivering lectures there. It does not
mean that scholars from other parts of the Indian Subcontinent were not invited or they did not come. Many such scholars had also participated in the series, but it was a sheer chance that the contributors to Islamic legal scholarship in the lecture series came from the same geographical region.

Though the article does not claim to have done justice with its proclaimed objective, it has made a significant contribution to hitherto ignored field of our legal history. There is need to do a lot more in this field so as to fathom Tagore Law Lectures’ fullest contribution to development of Islamic legal scholarship. Nevertheless, the present article by analyzing some important books from the lecture series has laid the foundation for further advancement into the field.
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